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I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN–ROBOT interaction and collaboration are some
of the most promising opportunities for the development

of industrial robots applications in the future. Such operational 
paradigms could allow robots to complement human work in 
scenarios where repetitive actions are combined with skilful 
dexterity-based operations. This is the case, for example, of 
electronic goods assembly lines where, in addition, frequent 
production line setup changes make manual assembly still one 
of the most effective solutions. The time and costs needed for 
the construction of an automated line are often uncompetitive 
with the less advanced manual solution. Flexibility enhance-
ment coming from human–robot interaction could ease robots 
deployment and drive their penetration also in such kinds of sce-
narios. A crucial factor for the enhancement of robot flexibility 
and for a feasible interaction is the availability of safe collabora-
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tive robots. Implementation of safety systems to protect human
workers from potential dangerous impacts with robots is indeed
a very significant cost item [1] and usually the reason of a strict
separation between robots and humans, thus completely pre-
venting interaction. Ensuring safety in a collaborative scenario
is, however, a difficult challenge, with different requirements to
be satisfied, i.e., preventing harmful situations for the human
and for the robot and, at the same time, preserving productiv-
ity. Such a problem entails investigation of both novel control
strategies and safety systems to make the robot capable of cop-
ing with an unstructured and dynamic environment and requires
adequate methodologies both from a robot programming [2] and
design perspective (see [3] and [4]).

A. Control Strategies for Adaptation

Deployment of industrial robots in the aforementioned envi-
ronments requires control strategies for task adaptation to un-
foreseen events such as obstacles moving in the workspace.
To this purpose, strategies that perform collision avoidance at
low control levels, therefore enabling a very fast reaction to an
unexpected event, play an important role. In [5], the potential
field approach was introduced as a real-time solution to obstacle
avoidance, previously mostly managed at high-level planning.
Virtual impedance is another common approach to the colli-
sion avoidance problem, where a detected object not in contact
with the robot produces a virtual force which is applied in the
impedance control law of the manipulator. First works on ap-
plication of such an approach to manipulators are [6] and [7],
where virtual forces were applied to the end-effector and to
the whole manipulator structure, respectively. A relevant effort
to connect global path planning and local real-time reaction to
changes in the environment was proposed in [8]. Such contri-
bution aimed at overcoming limitations of approaches based
only on potential fields in achieving global goals. A decisive
aspect for operation of robots in unstructured environments is
capability of combining adaptation and consistency with task
constraints. A significant contribution in this respect was given
in [9] and expanded in [10] for the field of mobile robots: in these
works, a framework was proposed for executing obstacle avoid-
ance and other secondary tasks such as posture control without
affecting enforcement of task constraints. Representation of task
constraints also plays an important part in this context. A funda-
mental contribution to representation of task space constraints
was given in [11] related to the field of compliance and force
control. In the field of motion planning with constraints, Stilman
[12] proposed a task space constraints representation for joint
space planning algorithms. In [13], tolerance on constraints,



that is intervals of feasible values around the desired one, is
considered in a motion planning algorithm.

When multiple constraints have to be enforced and the number
of available degrees of freedom (DOF) is lower than the amount
of constraints, or in case possible conflicting constraints have to
be managed, the task priority approach can be adopted. In [14], a
framework for enforcing an arbitrary set of equality constraints,
each prioritized with respect to the next ones, was proposed. In-
equality constraints were added to the framework in [15], and the
new prioritized problem was solved as a sequence of quadratic
programming problems. More recently, in [16], a more numer-
ically efficient solution of the same problem was proposed.

B. Sensor Systems for Unstructured Environments

All the control strategies for adaptation to a dynamic setting
need information about the environment that have to be retrieved
by means of sensors. Different kinds of sensors, such as distance
or vision ones, have been used for this purpose. RGB-D sensors
have been widely adopted thanks to the availability of cheap
implementations. In [17], for example, a Kinect is adopted to
compute distances between a manipulator and an obstacle, and
to compute repulsive forces that are used in a collision avoid-
ance system. Measurements obtained from a laser scanner and
a camera mounted on a mobile robot are used in a sensor fusion
in [18] for path planning and collision avoidance. In [19], a sys-
tem for safe human–robot interaction based on a sensor system
composed of microwave sensors, infrared passive sensors, and
cameras is proposed. An example of sensor fusion for human and
robot localization based on pyroelectric infrared and RF sensors
is given in [20]. A type of sensor that is particularly fit for colli-
sion avoidance and human–robot interaction applications is the
distributed distance sensor, which is a sensor mounted directly
on the robot and possibly covering its complete surface. This
sensor can be assembled as a multitude of discrete sensors or as
a continuous sensor and was first introduced in [21]. Distributed
distance sensors based on other technologies and deployed as a
continuous sensor have been investigated in [22], where a ca-
pacitive distributed distance sensor was adopted in a collision
avoidance system. More recently, in [23], a more advanced ca-
pacitive sensor was again used in a collision avoidance system.
The authors of the present work have contributed to the devel-
opment of the distributed distance sensor, tackling the problem
of sensor sizing and of optimal placement of a limited number
of spots on a robot [24]. Moreover, in [25], they have presented
a sensor prototype and developed a safety controller based on
the sensor measurements.

In this paper, three main contributions are given. First, we
propose a classification for constraints composing a preplanned
task based on relevance for task execution. Such a classification
defines how the task can be modified in reaction to unforeseen
events. Classification of task constraints has been tackled in var-
ious works in the literature. The classification proposed in [11]
leads to results similar to the ones of our classification, when
motion restrictions imposed by the environment are considered.
However, in this study, not only restrictions of motion but also
possibilities and consequences of constraints relaxation are an-
alyzed. In [26], as in this study, the category of soft constraints
is introduced. However, the term “soft” is here used to identify

constraints with the highest possibility of relaxation, while in
[26], constraints defined with a tolerance are classified as “soft.”
In [27], the term “soft constraints” is given another significance,
indicating constraints imposed by deformable objects to the
robot motion, and an efficient cost function is introduced to as-
sess and minimize objects deformation in path planning. The
second contribution of this study is a task-consistent collision
avoidance safety strategy, based on our constraints classifica-
tion. The task is divided into subtasks, whose enforcement takes
into account the environment state, similarly to what proposed
in [28]. With this respect, an interesting software framework
for the management of a decomposed task can be found in
[29]. However, in this paper, we propose a general criterion for
the division of the task into subtasks. Furthermore, the consid-
ered task is the preplanned trajectory generated by an industrial
controller, which can be only locally modified or suspended.
Finally, we propose a system for the integration of the safety
strategy with an industrial controller, and we validate it exper-
imentally on an assembly task. Compared to previous works
concerning the modification of the set points computed by an
industrial controller, such as [30], in this study, a deeper inte-
gration with the controller is achieved: we implement a system
for the communication between the controller and the safety
strategy, which gives the strategy the control of task execution
and a connection with the user interface. In the experimental
validation, a distributed proximity sensor for obstacle detection
is used. The sensor, originally introduced in [24], is developed
into a complete system, which is applied to a dual arm robot.

This paper extends the work presented in [31] adding the
following contributions.

1) Constraints classification based on relevance for task com-
pletion is detailed and the procedure for its application is
explained with concrete examples.

2) Integration of the collision avoidance system with an in-
dustrial controller is thoroughly described, analyzing the
components of the integrated system.

3) A deeper insight at the experimental validation is given,
describing the distributed distance sensor developed for
the adopted manipulator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, a classification for instantaneous constraints com-
posing a robotic task based on relevance for task completion
is proposed. In Section III, a method for the decomposition
a task according to the proposed classification is introduced.
Section IV describes a task-consistent collision avoidance strat-
egy exploiting constraints classification and assessment of dan-
ger in human–robot interaction. Section V analyzes the control
system integrating the collision avoidance strategy with an in-
dustrial controller, and Section VI discusses its experimental
application to an assembly task and the sensor system devel-
oped for such an application. Finally, Section VII discusses the
presented results and analyzes possible future developments of
the proposed system.

II. RELEVANCE-BASED CONSTRAINTS CLASSIFICATION

Industrial robot programming languages typically allow users
to define the task of the manipulator through a limited set of
variables, such as final position and velocity or velocity and



acceleration limits. The motion planner of the industrial con-
troller then transforms the task specified in this way into a
trajectory for the robot end-effector, or equivalently at the joint
space. A set of instantaneous constraints for robot tool cen-
ter point (TCP) translational and rotational velocities are thus
enforced all along task execution.

Since all robot coordinates are typically constrained even in
case of task redundancy, the task as it is defined by the robot con-
troller may include unnecessary constraints. Such constraints
restrict the set of possible executions of the task to a single
one, even when alternative solutions are available. If adaptabil-
ity of the task is pursued, redundancies should be identified and
exploited. Moreover, when considering operation in an unstruc-
tured environment, unforeseen events occurring at execution
time may cause new constraints to arise: for example, avoid-
ance of obstacles may require a deviation from the planned
trajectory. In case no redundancy is present in the preplanned
task, or if task redundancy is not sufficient to effectively take
into account the new constraint, a criterion is necessary to de-
termine whether any of the constraints constituting the task can
be temporarily relaxed. Finally, a strategy is needed to preserve
the possibility of successful task completion in case relaxation
of a constraint is performed.

Industrial controllers usually lack functionalities for adapta-
tion of the task to a dynamic setting. Nonetheless, preplanned
trajectory suspension is usually feasible and industrial and re-
search tools are available for the modification of preplanned
trajectories at execution time. In this framework, constraints
relaxation is possible through proper modification of the pre-
planned trajectory, thus allowing task adaptation.

In the following, we propose a systematic classification of
instantaneous velocity constraints based on their relevance for
task execution, as the foundation for an adaptation strategy for
preplanned trajectories. The expression “relevance” refers to
the importance and to the necessity of enforcing a constraint to
complete a task, and to the consequences of its relaxation for task
execution. The less a constraint is relevant, the higher are the
possibilities of its relaxation, and the lower are the consequences
on task execution. As it will be explained later on in the paper,
only velocity constraints are considered in this classification,
since they are the only ones that can be taken into account in the
modification of a preplanned task. The classification achieves
three main objectives.

1) It defines a scale of priority for the constraints consti-
tuting a task, which can be adopted to determine which
constraints to relax in case new constraints have to be
enforced.

2) It defines how the different constraints can be relaxed.
3) It defines the actions to be performed to preserve task

completion in case a constraint is relaxed.
In the remaining part of this paper, the term “task” will be used

to refer to a complete operation performed by the robot, while
the term “skill” will be used to express a single action. Different
sequential skills, therefore, compose a task. The classification
considers three types of constraints:

A) Hard constraints;
B) Skill constraints;

Fig. 1. Skill example: a palletizing operation. In order to prevent the object
from falling, forks have to be kept on the horizontal plane.

Fig. 2. Skill example: a peg-in-hole insertion operation. Orientation of the
peg around the hole axis is not relevant during insertion.

C) Soft constraints.

A. Hard Constraints

Constraints whose relaxation would cause skill disruption are
defined as hard. Let us consider, for example, a manipulator per-
forming a palletizing operation with an object lying on lifting
forks as shown in Fig. 1: in order to prevent the object from
falling, the forks have to be kept parallel to the horizontal plane.
Constraints defining the orientation around the x- and y-axes
shown in Fig. 1 cannot, therefore, be relaxed and are classi-
fied as hard. Another example of hard constraints can be taken
from the classical peg-in-hole skill depicted in Fig. 2. Reaction
forces restrict translations along and rotations around the x- and
y-axes. These four constraints are, therefore, classified as hard
as their relaxation may cause reaction forces to arise with the
risk of damaging the components involved. It is worth noticing
that although in the latter example this class coincides with Ma-
son’s natural constraints class [11], the scope of the presented
classification is broader. The criterion of relevance for skill exe-
cution in fact considers not only reaction forces but also motion
inconsistency with the working scenario as a source of skill
disruption. Hard constraints have the highest priority and thus
cannot be relaxed.

B. Skill Constraints

Constraints for which relaxation is possible but implies the
temporary suspension of skill execution are defined as skill con-
straints. Let us consider again the palletizing skill of Fig. 1:
relaxation of the three constraints on translational velocities



Fig. 3. Task that can be decomposed in three skills: the robot has to approach
the liquid container, pick it, and then move it to another position.

would cause the suspension of the skill. However, such an ac-
tion does not disrupt the skill as in the previous case: after a
deviation from the preplanned trajectory, the manipulator may
still complete the skill. A further example of skill constraints is
given by the peg-in-hole skill: the translation along the hole axis
can be temporarily relaxed, e.g., to retract the peg, keeping the
possibility to accomplish the skill. Skill constraints are assigned
the second highest level of priority and can be relaxed through
a suspension of the preplanned trajectory execution.

C. Soft Constraints

The last group includes constraints whose relaxation has no
effect on skill execution and thus correspond to task redundan-
cies. As previously said, even if a skill can be accomplished by
specifying less constraints than the number of robot DOF, indus-
trial controllers typically impose the user to specify all of them.
Let us consider once again the peg-in-hole skill of Fig. 2: orien-
tation around the hole axis has no effect on skill completion and
can, therefore, be classified as a soft constraint. Soft constraints
are given the lowest level of priority among task constraints and
can be relaxed without any consequence for task execution.

III. DECOMPOSITION OF TASK IN SKILLS

Since, during the execution of a task, velocity constraints have
different relevance, the set of DOF available for task modifica-
tion changes along its advancement. In order to define a strategy
for task adaptation, it is therefore convenient to divide the task
into skills on the basis of how the relevance for task execution
of the constraints changes. For the decomposition of a task into
skills, the following procedure has to be followed.

1) For each of the instantaneous constraints enforced by the
robot controller along task execution, relevance has to be defined
according to the proposed classification. For the time being,
such an operation has to be performed manually. In order to
formalize the classification of constraints, the selection vectors
ssoft , sskill , and shard are introduced. These vectors are used to
define which type of constraint is applied to each of the three
TCP translational and rotational velocities. Let us consider, for
example, the task shown in Fig. 3: a manipulator equipped with
a gripper has to pick a liquid container and move it to position 3.
The depicted reference system is adopted, where ρ is the radial

TABLE I
CONSTRAINTS OF THE TASK IN FIG. 3

vρ vθ vz ωx ωy ωz

Skill 1 - approach skill skill skill soft soft soft
Skill 2 - grasping skill skill skill hard hard hard
Skill 3 - moving skill skill skill hard hard soft

distance from the origin of the coordinate axes and θ the angular
coordinate. Let v = [vρ, vθ , vz , ωx, ωy , ωz ] be the vector of task
velocities and define

ssoft,i =

{
1, if vi is subject to a soft constraint

0, otherwise

sskill,i =

{
1, if vi is subject to a skill constraint

0, otherwise

shard,i =

{
1, if vi is subject to a hard constraint

0, otherwise.

Each operational space velocity has to be assigned a con-
straint, so the three vectors sum up to a vector with all unitary
elements.

2) Along the execution of the task, constraints are in general
assigned different values of relevance, according to the operation
performed by the robot: a new skill is defined at every point
where relevance for task execution of a constraint changes.

In the considered task, during the approach motion, any TCP
orientation will be acceptable, while TCP position imposed by
the controller can be temporarily relaxed but has to be enforced
to complete the operation. Position constraints will, therefore,
be classified as skill while orientation ones as soft. During the
grasping phase, the gripper fingers must be aligned with radius
ρ and must lie in the horizontal plane. Orientation is, therefore,
classified as a hard constraint, while position constraints are
of skill type. Finally, after the robot grasps the container, ori-
entation around the x- and y-axes cannot be relaxed to avoid
spilling liquid and thus correspond to hard constraints. Orien-
tation around the z-axis corresponds instead to a soft constraint.
Finally, position constraints can be temporarily relaxed but have
to be enforced to complete the motion and are therefore skill con-
straints. As the three phases present each a different relevance
for constraints, a skill is defined for each of them. The transition
between skills implies handling varying constraints applied to
the task coordinates: details about such an issue will be given
in Section V. Table I shows relevance of constraints for the
mentioned skills.

IV. TASK CONSISTENT COLLISION AVOIDANCE STRATEGY

One of the most important aspects of task adaptation to an
unstructured environment is avoidance of obstacles appearing in
the working scenario. Obstacle avoidance has the twofold goal
of following a path, which is consistent with the environment



and contributing to ensure safety for human workers interacting
with the robot. However, if the task being performed by the
manipulator constrains all of the available DOF, relaxation of at
least a subset of constraints is necessary, in order to perform eva-
sive motions. In the following, a strategy to dynamically relax
constraints, maintaining consistency with the task, is proposed.

A. Danger Assessment

As previously introduced, if a task fully constrains the robot
DOFs, collision avoidance can be performed only if some of
the mentioned constraints are relaxed. In order to determine the
set of constraints to be relaxed, a prioritization approach can be
adopted. As the purpose of evasive motions is to avoid collisions
with unpredicted obstacles and ensure safety for human workers,
an assessment of danger in human–robot interaction can be used
to define their level of priority. For this, the danger field [32] can
be used. For a detailed explanation of such assessment, one can
refer to [32] and [33], while, in this paper, only a brief overview
will be given.

The kinetostatic danger field is a scalar field that expresses
interaction danger for obstacles in proximity to the robot. Com-
pared to the broadly adopted potential field approach [5] used
for obstacle avoidance, it has two peculiarities. First, instead of
considering the obstacle as the source of danger for the robot,
it considers the robot as the source of danger for the obstacle.
Second, it includes both distance and velocity between the robot
and the obstacle in danger evaluation. More specifically, it takes
into account not only the modulus of velocity but also the angle
between robot velocity and the distance vector linking it to the
obstacle. The danger field generated by an ideal pointlike robot
at rr moving with velocity vr toward an obstacle located at ro

is defined as

DF (rr ,vr , ro) =
k1

‖ro − rr‖

+
‖vr‖(1 + cos∠(ro − rr ,vr ))k2

‖ro − rr‖2

where k1 and k2 are the weights of the static and kinematic
parts of the danger field, respectively, which from now on will
be simply expressed as DF (r), with r indicating the obstacle
position. Without going into further details, the danger field can
be integrated along the robot structure obtaining its cumulative
version CDF (r), which allows us to take into account the robot
size.

B. Evasive Motions

Computing the gradient of CDF (r), a vector field
∇CDF (r) can be obtained. The field gradient ∇CDF (r) is
used to obtain a virtual repulsive force, which pushes the robot
in the direction of maximum danger decrease [33]. The vector
CDF (r) · ∇CDF (r)/‖∇CDF (r)‖ can, therefore, be inter-
preted as a repulsive force anchored in r with modulus the
danger generated by the robot in r. As it will be described in
Section VI-A, multiple obstacles can be detected at once, say
nobs , so for the ith robot link, a cumulative virtual repulsive

force can be computed:

∇CDFi =
no b s∑
j=1

CDF (rj )
∇CDF (rj )

‖∇CDF (rj )‖
.

As ∇CDFi is the sum of all the repulsive forces for the
nobs obstacles, possible high-danger obstacles may have little
influence on the overall virtual repulsive force. An insufficient
repulsive force may, therefore, be obtained if many obstacles
with low related danger are detected. A modified version of
the cumulative danger field is, therefore, used in order to take
into account more effectively possible high-danger obstacles. In
order to ensure evasion even when a single obstacle has high
related danger, a new virtual repulsive force can be defined as

∇CDF ∗
i =

∇CDFi

‖∇CDFi‖
· max

j
CDF (rj ).

The direction of the force is, therefore, the average of the
directions of the nobs virtual forces related to the nobs obstacles
weighted on their modulus, while the modulus of the force is
the highest of all the moduli of the nobs contributions. Choosing
the most dangerous obstacle to set the force modulus, a safety
oriented assumption is made. Moreover, preserving the force
direction as the weighted mean of all the forces directions, the
computed force reflects obstacles disposition. The virtual force
computed for the ith link is applied to the two link endpoints and
then transformed into joint torques using the Jacobian transpose.
The application of the force to both the link extremities reduces
the possibility of configurations where the evasive force has zero
lever-arm, and an evasive force yields no evasive movement. The
contribution of the ith link to the evasive torques vector is thus

Ti = JT
i−1,v (q) · ∇CDF ∗

i + JT
i,v (q) · ∇CDF ∗

i

where Ji,v is the linear velocity Jacobian of the ith Denavit
Hartenberg frame. Evasive joint velocities can finally be ob-
tained by applying the torques to a mass–damper impedance
filter:

q̇ev = (Ms + D)−1 · T

where T =
∑n l in k

i=1 Ti and M and D are mass and damping
matrices, respectively, imposing the desired behavior to the
impedance filter, nlink being the number of joint space DOF.
The impedance filter has, therefore, the purpose of transform-
ing evasive torques into evasive velocities and smoothing the
profile of evasive motions. By adequately tuning the filter pa-
rameters, accelerations, and therefore torques requested to the
joints, can be limited.

C. Collision Avoidance Strategy

The previously proposed constraints classification and de-
composition of tasks into skills can be used to assign priorities
to each constraint, during the different phases of execution.
Given such a priority classification, a framework is needed to
automatically define the (sub)set of constraints to be enforced,
and consequently, the DOF made available for execution of
evasive motions, given the skill being executed and the cur-
rent level of danger. For this purpose, the state machine shown



Fig. 4. On the left, a state of the state machine, for a 7-DOF robot, is depicted. On the right, the strategy for state transition is described.

in Fig. 4 is used. Its states, each one corresponding to a skill,
are given a common structure, which defines the general strat-
egy for constraints management. In addition to the previously
classified constraints, the ones corresponding to possible robot
kinematic redundancy (e.g., the swivel angle for a 7-DOF robot
[34]) are considered. Such constraints have no effect on task
execution and are thus assigned the lowest priority. In order to
define the set of constraints to be relaxed, three danger thresh-
olds, DFlow , DFmed and DFhigh , are introduced. If danger
exceeds DFlow , evasive motions are given a higher priority than
constraints corresponding to possible robot kinematic redun-
dancy. If danger exceeds DFmed or DFhigh , evasive velocities
are assigned higher priority than soft and skill constraints, re-
spectively. All constraints with lower priority than evasive mo-
tions are thus relaxed, and corresponding coordinates are used
to perform evasion. The state of each instantaneous constraint
(enforced/relaxed) is expressed by the state machine output cs,
which is a nj -by-1 (where nj is the number of robot operational
space DOF) vector:

csi =

{
1, if the constraint is enforced

0, if the constraint is relaxed.

The first six elements of the vector correspond to the elements
of v. Possible further elements correspond to further instanta-
neous constraints that can be enforced on redundant manipu-
lators, e.g., swivel angle velocity in a 7-DOF manipulator. As
an example, a 7-element cs vector is considered. Vector cs is,
therefore, determined according to the following rule:

cs =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[shard , 0], if DF ≥ DFhigh

[sskill + shard , 0], if DFmed ≤ DF < DFhigh

[ssoft + sskill + shard , 0], if DFlow ≤ DF < DFmed

17×1 , otherwise.

The proposed strategy is parameterized on selection vectors
ssoft , sskill , and shard , which define relevance of constraints
for each skill, and is therefore automatically defined from con-
straints classification. Given the cs vector, a null-space pro-
jector can be defined to execute evasive velocities consistently

with enforced constraints. We introduce the selected constraints
Jacobian Jcs :

Jcs(q) = ΣcsJ(q),

where J(q) is the Jacobian of the robot TCP pose, augmented
to describe possible kinematic redundancies with appropriate
operational space coordinates, and Σcs is the selection matrix
extracting the Jacobian rows corresponding to nonzero elements
of cs. The null-space projector Ncs :

Ncs(q) = I − Jcs(q)†Jcs(q)

is then introduced, which projects evasive velocities in the null
space of constrained coordinates velocities, Jcs(q)† being the
pseudoinverse of Jcs(q). Projected evasive velocities are finally
obtained as q̇ev ,cs = Ncs(q) · q̇ev

The steps for computation of evasive velocities q̇ev ,cs are
summarized in Algorithm 1.

V. INTEGRATION WITH AN INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLER

The constraints classification introduced in Section II allows
adaptation to unforeseen events through modification of a pre-
planned task. Algorithm 1 defines the procedure for the compu-
tation of evasive velocities, consistently with the aforementioned
classification and based on a measure of danger in human–robot
interaction. In the integration of the collision avoidance strat-
egy with an industrial controller, preplanned task modification
is performed through modification of the position and velocity
set points computed by the controller. A state machine, which is
included in the safety system, ensures the bumpless commuta-
tion between the set points computed by the industrial controller
and the modified ones. A hybrid system, mixing the continu-
ous states of the collision avoidance strategy and the discrete
states of the state machine, is therefore obtained. The system is
schematically represented in Fig. 6.

In the following, integration of the collision avoidance strat-
egy with an industrial controller is discussed. The integrated
system, shown in detail in Fig. 5, is composed of four main
parts, analyzed in the following.



Fig. 5. Overall control system scheme: the orange section corresponds to the industrial controller and the robot, the red one to the obstacle detection and danger
assessment system, the green one to the state machine and the blue one to the pose control system. The CLIK subscript refers to the closed loop inverse kinematic
algorithm, which will be explained in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Computation of evasive velocities
1: Measure positions rj of the nobs obstacles
2: T = 0nj ×1
3: for i=1 to nlink do
4: ∇CDFi = [0 0 0]T

5: for j=1 to nobs do
6: ∇CDFi = ∇CDFi + CDF (rj )

∇C DF (rj )
‖∇C DF (rj )‖

7: end for
8: ∇CDF ∗

i = ∇C DF i

‖∇C DF i ‖ · maxj CDF (rj )
9: T = T + JT

i−1,v (q) · ∇CDF ∗
i + JT

i,v (q) · ∇CDF ∗
i

10: end for
11: q̇ev = (Ms + D)−1 · T
12: DF = maxj CDF (rj )
13: cs = statemachine(DF )
14: ncs =

∑nj

i=1 csi

15: Σcs = 0nc s ×nj
; k = 1

16: for i=1 to nj do
17: if csi==1 then
18: σk,i = 1; k = k + 1
19: end if
20: end for
21: Jcs(q) = ΣcsJ(q)
22: Ncs(q) = I − Jcs(q)†Jcs(q)
23: q̇ev ,cs = Ncs(q) · q̇ev

Fig. 6. Schematical representation of the safety system.

A. Industrial Controller

The task to be executed is programmed using the robot pro-
prietary language and is executed by the industrial controller.
The controller communicates with the state machine through a
dedicated channel and produces the outputs qIC and q̇IC , the
joint position and velocity set points, respectively. The rest of
the system possibly modifies such set points, producing the new
set points qref and q̇ref .

B. Obstacle Detection and Danger Assessment System

In order to evaluate the danger field generated by the robot
with respect to an obstacle, obstacle position has to be de-
tected. The proposed system can be integrated with any sensor
system capable of accomplishing such a task, and Section VI
will demonstrate an implementation of the collision avoidance
system using a distributed distance sensor. The obstacle de-
tection and danger assessment system executes the following
operations.

1) Sensor measurements are acquired and obstacles positions
are computed.

2) Danger and evasive velocities are computed using obsta-
cles and robot position.

C. State Machine

As described in detail in Section IV-C, the state machine de-
fines constraints currently enforced. Moreover, it is assigned the
task of communication with the industrial controller to perform
task suspension and to control transition among skills. The state
machine, therefore, performs the following actions:

1) It determines constraints to be enforced, based on the
danger level computed from sensor measurements.

2) If danger exceeds the highest threshold, it suspends skill
execution. Since suspension has to be performed on the
industrial controller side, communication with the state
machine is needed. Fig. 7 shows the communication
protocol for skill suspension. The industrial controller
performs a periodic polling and suspends skill execu-
tion according to the state machine answer. When danger
decreases, the state machine activates a trajectory to make
the robot return to the controller position reference (see
activate return trajectory block in Fig. 7), as will be ex-
plained in Section V-D and sends the resumption mes-
sage to the industrial controller, which then resumes skill
execution.

3) When a skill is completed and transition to the next skill
has to be performed, the state machine checks the robot
state before allowing the transition. In a skill transition,
relevance of some of the constraints may change, with soft
constraints potentially becoming skill or hard constraints.
Possible relaxed constraints may, therefore, need to be
enforced in order to consistently start the next skill. Fig. 8
shows the protocol for skill transition.



Fig. 7. Communication protocol used for skill suspension.

Fig. 8. State machine represents the protocol for skill transition.

D. Pose Control System

The last part of the control system manages modification of
industrial controller joint velocity and position set points. It
accomplishes the following functions.

1) It computes evasive velocities according to Algorithm 1
and projects them in the null space of constrained coordi-
nates.

2) It computes robot joint position and velocity references,
executing evasive velocities for unconstrained coordinates
and tracking control reference for constrained coordinates.

3) When constraints are relaxed, corresponding robot op-
erational space coordinates deviate from the industrial
controller reference. If a constraint is enforced again, a
return trajectory is computed to bring the corresponding
robot operational space coordinate back to the controller
reference. It is important to underline that returning to the
point of trajectory suspension is the only possible strat-
egy to complete the skill: the system used for trajectory

modification cannot for example replan a trajectory from
the current point to the skill endpoint, since, in the con-
sidered framework, it does not have access to trajectory
parameters such as endpoints but only to the current set
point computed by the controller.
As the controller set point is a priori not constant, the
trajectory has to be updated at each sample time to cope
with a possibly changing goal position. More specifically,
a trapezoidal velocity profile trajectory is computed at
every sample time, from the current pose and velocity
to the reference pose. Algorithm 2 defines the steps to
compute the robot joint velocity and position references.

Algorithm 2 Computation of Robot Position and Velocity
Joint References for Time Instant k + 1
Note : We introduce k, the forward kinematics function,
PVTplan, which computes a trapezoidal velocity profile
trajectory from current pose and velocity to reference pose,
KC LIK , the closed loop inverse kinematic algorithm
(CLIK) gain matrix and the sampling time dt.

1: for i=1 to nj do
2: if csi,k==1 and csi,k−1==0 then
3: retTraji=1
4: else if csi,k==0 and csi,k−1==1 then
5: retTraji=0
6: end if
7: end for
8: xIC,k = k(qIC,k ); JIC = J(qIC,k );

ẋIC,k = JIC q̇IC,k

9: xe,k = k(qe,k ); Je = J(qe,k ); ẋe,k = Je q̇e,k

10: for i=1 to nj do
11: if xIC,k − xe,k < ei then
12: retTraji = 0
13: end if
14: if retTraji == 1 then
15: (xret,i,k , ẋret,i,k )=PVTplan(xe,i,k , ẋe,i,k , xIC,i,k )
16: ẋref ,i,k = ẋret,i,k

17: xref,i,k = xret,i,k

18: else
19: ẋref ,i,k = ẋIC,i,k

20: xref,i,k = xIC,i,k

21: end if
22: end for
23: q̇C LIK,k+1 =

(ΣcsJe)
† Σcs(ẋref ,k + KC LIK (xref − xe,k ))

24: q̇ref ,k+1 = q̇C LIK,k+1 + q̇ev ,cs,k+1
25: qref ,k+1 = qref ,k + q̇ref ,k+1 · dt

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION ON AN ASSEMBLY TASK

The presented safety strategy has been applied to an assembly
task performed by an ABB FRIDA1 dual arm robot prototype.
The assembly operation has been presented in [35]–[37] as an

1ABB FRIDA prototype has become the ABB YuMi robot, http://
new.abb.com/products/robotics/yumi



TABLE II
MAIN FEATURES OF THE SENSOR SPOT

Sharp GP2Y0A21YK

range [cm] 8–80
measurement frequency [Hz] 26
size L-W-H [mm] 29.5-18.9-15.5

application of force controlled assembly using either force mea-
surements or sensorless force estimation. During the task, an
emergency stop button consisting of several parts is assembled,
through four main operations:

1) snap-fit of an electrical switch in the button base;
2) insertion of the button in the chassis hole;
3) screwing of a nut on the button thread;
4) insertion of the chassis in the button base.
Both position and force controlled skills compose the assem-

bly task. The presented collision avoidance strategy has been
applied only during position-controlled skills: although evasive
motions are executed in the proper null space of the skill, they
influence force measurements, due to an insufficient robot cali-
bration accuracy.

A. Distributed Distance Sensor

A distributed distance sensor prototype has been designed
and built for the ABB FRIDA robot. The distributed distance
sensor is composed of a multitude of distance measuring spots
mounted on the surface of the robot by means of housings.
Some peculiarities make such a sensor well suited for usage in
an unstructured environment and to be part of a safety system.
First, as the sensor is mounted directly on the robot surface, risk
of self-occlusion is eliminated and obstacles can be detected
effectively. Second, the use of the sensor does not require mod-
ification of the working environment: therefore, unstructured
environments can be effectively managed.

In the following, the main design problems are analyzed and
a sensor description is given.

1) Sensing Spot: As previously said, the distributed sensor
is composed of a multitude of spots. Various distance sensing
technologies can be adopted for sensor implementation. Main
requirements for the elementary spot are a package compact
enough to be housed on the robot surface and a measuring range
which is fit for detection of near obstacles. The device selected
is a Sharp GP2Y0A21YK IR LED distance sensor, whose main
features are shown in Table II.

2) Spots Placement: Sensor spots placement is a complex
task, which embraces many problems. As a first step, possi-
ble areas for sensor placement on the robot surface have to be
selected. The analysis to be performed for this purpose has to
consider various criteria: areas should be large enough to house
the sensors, they should have an effective orientation for obsta-
cle detection, and they should not limit robot movements once
sensors are mounted. Fig. 9 shows the possible areas identified
on the FRIDA robot.

Once possible areas for sensor placement have been identi-
fied, geometric arrangement of sensors on such areas has to be

Fig. 9. Possible areas for sensor placement on the FRIDA robot surface are
highlighted.

Fig. 10. CAD model of the robot upper arm sensor shell and the real sensor
shell equipped with the spots.

defined. Areas B and D can be exploited with a ring arrangement
of sensors around the arm axis, while on the other hand, areas
A, C, and E are not suitable for such a pattern and can be used
to host a single sensor each. The issue of spots placement for
a cylindrical distributed sensor, to obtain a certain measure-
ment resolution, has been addressed in [24] and is here briefly
reviewed. Let us consider the cylinder-shaped sensor areas B
and D and a spot pattern composed by two rings of spots with
a relative angular displacement such that a spot is equidistant
from the two adjacent spots of the other ring. Following equa-
tion defines the number of spots to be placed on the two rings
comprehensively in order to detect an obstacle with at least one
spot, given the obstacle diameter Dobs (under the hypothesis of
a circular obstacle), the spot ring diameter Ds , and the obstacle
distance R from the sensor:

NsC = π/arctan

(
Dobs

2
(

Ds

2 + R
)
)

.

The sensor of area B was sized to detect an obstacle with
Dobs= 10 cm (approximately the width of an hand) at R =
20 cm and an obstacle with Dobs= 30 cm (approximately the
width of the torso) at R = 70 cm, which could be achieved
using 16 spots. Area D could instead host only one ring of eight
spots, which guarantees the detection of the biggest of the two
obstacles at R = 30 cm.

Sensor spots occupying areas B and D have been mounted
using special housings. Such housings, from now on called
“shells,” can be easily mounted on the robot surface allowing a
good portability of the sensor system. Fig. 10 shows the CAD
model of the shell, which has been designed starting from the
robot CAD model, and the 3-D-printed shell with the distance
sensors mounted.



Fig. 11. Detailed triangular meshed model of one robot arm, colored in white
and gray, is shown with the simplified model composed by seven capsules and
two spheres superimposed, in clear colors. The simplified model is used for
simulation of sensor measurements.

3) Self-Detection: The use of distance measurements in a
collision avoidance system is subject to the problem of self-
detection. In fact, the distributed sensor does not detect only
obstacles present in the robot workspace but also parts of the
robot itself. Such measurements lead to undesired evasive mo-
tions that make the robot evade from itself. To prevent such a
behavior, a discrimination between detection of known objects
and obstacles is needed. For this purpose, an online simulator of
the distributed sensor and of the robot structure has been imple-
mented. Given current robot joint values, the simulator computes
the robot and the sensors pose. Possible sensor detections of the
robot surface are then computed. Since this computation has to
be performed in real time, an efficient representation of the robot
structure is needed in order to reduce the heavy computational
burden related to checking all possible intersections between
sensor rays and robot surface. Standard triangular mesh models
made available by robot manufacturers are not suitable for such
a task, since they require the computation of intersections be-
tween rays and all the mesh triangles. The simulator, therefore,
uses a 3-D model of the robot surface based on capsules and
spheres, which greatly reduces the computational burden, while
maintaining a satisfactory accuracy. Fig. 11 shows the complete
triangular meshed model provided by the robot manufacturer,
in white and gray, with the simplified model superimposed, in
bright clear colors. At execution time, the simulator identifies
those spots possibly detecting the robot surface. Measurements
simulated for such spots are compared to real detected distances.
If the two distances match, a self-detection has occurred and
the measurement is not considered for evasive motions compu-
tation. Otherwise, an obstacle has been detected and the real
measurement is taken into account.

B. Experimental Setup

The ABB FRIDA manipulator is composed of two 7-DOF
lightweight arms. The robot is mounted on a work table where
the button parts dispensers are located. Moreover, a force sensor
with a fixture for the snap-fit assembly is located on the table.

Fig. 12. Experimental setup: the robot with the distributed distance sensor on
the right arm, the parts dispensers and, in the center, the metal assembly fixture
with the force sensor underneath.

The experimental setting is shown in Fig. 12. The robot right
arm is equipped with the distributed distance sensor, which has
been implemented with 17 spots, 16 of which are mounted on
the upper arm sensor shell and the last is mounted on the arm
C area. An improved version of the sensor composed by 25
spots, eight of which are placed on the lower arm, has been later
implemented but has not been adopted for this experiment. As
previously introduced in Section V, the control system is based
on the modification of the industrial controller position and ve-
locity reference. Such action is performed using the External
Control interface [38]. This system, developed by Lund Univer-
sity, allows an external real time PC to read and modify joint
references computed by the industrial controller at a frequency
of 250 Hz. It also allows communication with the controller
through a dedicated channel. On the external PC, the desired
control strategies are implemented using Simulink, which also
allows external sensors acquisition. During position-controlled
skills, both the industrial controller and the external PC are
active and contribute to robot control, while during force con-
trolled skills execution, the industrial controller is inactive and
the external PC has the complete control of the manipulator.

The control system parameters have been experimentally
tuned. Still, some tuning suggestions can be drawn from the
performed experiments. Impedance filter parameters M and D
define the dynamic behavior of the robot joints when virtual
torques are applied. Diagonal matrices have been chosen for
both, in order to decouple the joints response. The elements of
M and D define the natural frequencies and the gains of the joint
filters. Since the amplitude of the virtual torques depends on the
danger field parameters, filters gain can be chosen arbitrarily
(e.g., can be assigned to 1). The ratio between the diagonal el-
ements of D and M instead defines the natural frequency. A
value of 10 rad/s for every joint filter gave a satisfactory respon-
siveness of the robot evasion. Danger field thresholds DFlow ,
DFmed , and DFhigh depend on the choice of the danger field
parameters k1 and k2 , for which [32] can be considered. Values
of 8, 12, and 16 were, respectively, selected for three thresh-
olds: such values were identified performing experiments with



Fig. 13. Three phases of collision avoidance during free space movement. (a) Robot operating without obstacles. (b) Swivel angle is relaxed for evasion. (c) TCP
orientation is relaxed.

Fig. 14. Modification and return to robot controller set points during evasion. Solid blue lines represent current TCP coordinates and swivel angle. Black dashed
lines show the industrial controller reference and red dash-dotted lines represent return trajectories. Top-right plot shows danger value.

a human standing still at the extremities of the sensor range, and
the robot performing a sample task. DFlow and DFhigh were
assigned the minimum and the maximum measured danger and
DFmed was assigned the mean of the two. KCLIK has been
chosen as a diagonal matrix.

C. Skills

Eleven position-controlled skills compose the assembly task.
A video of the experiment was published in [31] and can be
accessed also in [39]. In the following, two skills are analyzed
and safety system behavior during their execution is examined.
Moreover, in order to clarify the collision avoidance strategy, an
example of suspension of skill execution is given.

1) Button Approach: The first skill executed by the robot is
the free space movement from the home position to the button
dispenser, where the button is then picked. During this skill,
no external part constrains the robot right arm end-effector,
nor any constraint is applied by a manipulated object. In order
to complete the skill, the robot end-effector has to reach the
skill final position, so translational velocities are classified as

skill and rotational velocities are classified as soft, while no
constraint is classified as hard. Using three Cartesian axes to
describe position and XYZ Euler angles to describe orientation,
given the task velocities vector v = [vx, vy , vz , ωφ , ωθ , ωψ ], the
selection vectors are:

ssoft = [0 0 0 1 1 1], sskill = [1 1 1 0 0 0],

shard = [0 0 0 0 0 0].

Fig. 13 shows three snapshots of the skill execution during
which an obstacle approaches the robot. The pictures correspond
to increasing levels of danger and, therefore, to the progressive
relaxation of constraints of increasing relevance. In Fig. 13(a),
danger is lower than DFlow , so no constraint is relaxed. As
danger exceeds such threshold, swivel angle is relaxed as shown
in Fig. 13(b) and finally also TCP orientation is unconstrained,
as shown in Fig. 13(c). Evolution of pose set points during
such skill is depicted in Fig. 14. Industrial controller references
(dashed magenta) are modified by evasive velocities to the actual
positions (solid blue). When danger decreases below DFmed
and then DFlow , a return trajectory is computed (starred red)



Fig. 15. Three phases of collision avoidance during button picking. Rotation in the button housing is highlighted in snapshot d. (a) Robot picking a button from
the dispenser. (b) Evasion is performed relaxing the swivel angle. (c) Button orientation inside the dispenser hole is relaxed. (d) Closeup of the button rotation.

Fig. 16. Modification and return to robot controller set-points during the second experiment. Solid blue lines represent current TCP coordinates and swivel angle.
Black dashed lines show the industrial controller reference and red dash-dotted lines represent return trajectories. Top-right plot shows danger value.

for TCP orientation and swivel angle to bring robot pose back
to the controller reference.

2) Button Picking: The second skill considered is button
picking, during which a push button is extracted from the part
dispenser for assembly. The button and its housing constitute a
cylindrical pair. Moreover button orientation around the housing
axis is not relevant for skill completion, as the assembly proce-
dure can cope with any orientation. The blind hole that houses
the button unilaterally limits its motion: if translation along its
axis were relaxed during an evasion, the button might hit the
hole bottom. For this reason, a hard constraint is assigned to
this coordinate. Assuming the z-axis coincides with the button
axis and XYZ Euler angles are adopted, the selection vectors can
be defined as

ssoft = [0 0 0 0 0 1], sskill = [0 0 0 0 0 0],

shard = [1 1 1 1 1 0].

Orientation around the button axis is a soft constraint, since
such coordinate does not affect task execution. All other coordi-
nates are instead hard-constrained. Similarly to Fig. 13, Fig. 15
shows the different phases of evasion during skill execution.

Fig. 15(d) highlights rotation around the button axis performed
to decrease danger level. As in Fig. 14, Fig. 16 shows controller
references modification and return trajectories computed when
danger decreases.

3) Skill Suspension: In order to verify the behavior of the
collision avoidance strategy in all possible conditions, it is im-
portant to validate it during skill suspension, when the strategy
has to control the industrial controller operation. When the level
of danger exceeds the highest threshold, the strategy commands
to the industrial controller the suspension of skill execution, in
order to exploit all possible DOF to evade from the detected
obstacle. Fig. 17 shows the operation of the collision avoid-
ance strategy in such a condition. A skill characterized by the
following selection vectors has been considered:

ssoft = [0 0 0 0 0 1], sskill = [1 1 1 0 0 0],

shard = [0 0 0 1 1 0].

When danger exceeds DFlow and DFmed , first the swivel
angle, and then soft constraints, that is the angle ψ, are relaxed.
When also DFhigh is exceeded, position constraints, that is
skill ones, are relaxed, and skill execution is suspended. Hard



Fig. 17. Example of skill suspension. When danger exceeds the DFhigh threshold, skill execution is suspended, as can be seen by the constant values of the
plots of φ and θ. When danger decreases return trajectories are executed and skill execution is resumed.

constraints are thus not relaxed, and their values remain con-
stant until skill resumption, as can be seen by the plots of φ
and θ.

VII. DISCUSSION

The projection of evasive velocities in the null space of the
active operational space constraints allows adaptation to an un-
structured environment and, at the same time, the successful
completion of the task. However, the proposed strategy is not
able to deal with the unilateral constraints that characterize real
robots, such as joint limits and maximum actuators velocities.
Solutions such as virtual impedance in the joint space can al-
leviate the problem of reaching the limits of the allowed robot
state space, but the achievement of satisfactory performance
greatly depends on impedance parameters tuning. A promising
solution to manage operational space constraints and unilateral
constraints in the joint space is the adoption of an optimization
approach: execution of evasive motions is considered as a cost
function to optimize, as long as the set of different constraints
to be considered is respected.

The management of hard constraints presented in the paper
apparently limits the actions available to ensure the worker’s
safety. In fact, when skill constraints are relaxed, no other pos-
sibilities are left to decrease the danger level. As a matter of
fact a safety stop can be given when the danger level becomes
unacceptable. In this way, the possibility of task completion is
still preserved.

A further possible development of the proposed strategy could
be its application to dual arm skills. When the same object
is jointly manipulated by two arms, constraints between the
two TCPs arise, and evasive motions have to be performed
consistently with them. In order to apply the proposed strategy
to such a scenario, a similar procedure to the one presented in
this paper can be followed. Constraints between the two arms
can be classified according to the proposed classification, and
once the Jacobian of the arms relative coordinates is computed
(see, e.g., [40] and [41]), evasive velocities can be projected in

the null space of the active constraints, as done in the single arm
case.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a complete task-consistent collision
avoidance system for safe human–robot interaction. The sys-
tem includes both hardware and software components and is
designed to be integrated with an industrial robot controller.
Firstly, a classification for constraints constituting the robot task
based on their relevance for task completion has been proposed.
The classification also partitions the task into skills, that is el-
ementary actions each characterized by different relevance of
constraints. Then, based on this classification, a task-consistent
collision avoidance strategy has been defined. The strategy sets
the constraints to be relaxed to allow evasion from detected ob-
stacles according to the assessed danger level and consistently
with the skill. A distributed distance sensor, which has been de-
signed and built for an ABB FRIDA dual-arm robot prototype,
performs obstacle detection. The proposed safety strategy has
then been integrated with industrial robot controller task execu-
tion. Finally, the system has been experimentally validated on
the ABB FRIDA robot performing an emergency stop button
assembly task. The robot equipped with the distributed distance
sensor and the safety system was able to effectively combine
obstacle collision avoidance and execution of the task, by per-
forming evasive motions consistently with constrained DOFs.
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